
A brand new Liberator (left) leaves 

the factory on its way to join its 

squadron.  On the right, the “Iowa” 

trains its crew in gunnery before 

leaving for the Pacific conflict. 

January/February 1943 
 

Reinforcements 

 

USSR  Tula  INF  5
th

 (5-3) 

  Kalinin  HQ(I)  Timoshenko (5(2)2) 

  Moscow HQ(A)  Rokossovsky (6(2)4) 

    ARM  3
rd

 Guards (9-6) 

    MOT  3
rd

 Guards (7-5) 

  Yaroslavl INF  8
th

 Guards (6-4) 

  Gorki  INF  51
st

 (7-3) 

  Stalingrad INF  59
th

 (5-3) 

  Tashkent MOT  1
st

 (7-4) 

 

C/wealth London  HQ(I)  Alexander (6(4)2) 

    2xFTR3  Mosquito Mk II, Mk VI (2 pilots) 

  Birmingham FTR2  Spitfire VC (reserve) 

  Belfast  TRS  (construction pool) 

    CV  “Indefatigable” 

  Halifax  TRS 

 

USA  Washington MTN  XXIX (5-4) 

  Boston  TRS   

    2xAMPH (construction pool) 

  New York HQ(A)  Eisenhower (6(4)3) 

    4xCL  “Oklahoma City”, “Duluth”, “Vicksburg” 

      “Houston II” (all to construction pool) 

  Minneapolis LND4  B24-D “Liberator” 

 

   

   

  Los Angeles 2xCV  “Yorktown II”, Wasp II” (construction pool) 

    2xCVL  “Langley II”, “Cabot” (construction pool) 

  San Francisco 2xBB  “Iowa”, “Massachusetts”  

    2xBB  “Alaska”, “Guam” (construction pool) 

    2xPilots  (SBD-5 assigned to Yorktown) 

 

Italy  Naples  CV  “Aquila” (construction pool) 

  La Spezia 2xCL  “Africano”, “Regolo” (both to construction pool) 

  Venice  MIL  Venice (2-2) 

 

 



Japan  Osaka  2xTRS  (both to construction pool) 

    INF  2
nd

 (5-3) 

  Fukuoka 2xCV  “Shinano”, “Unryo” 

    MIL  Fukuoka (4-3) 

  Sapporo ASW 

    CVP1  A6M3 

  Tokyo  FLAK  105mm (11-0) 

    2xPilots 

 

Germany Berlin  FTR2  He 100 

  Essen  FTR2  Fw 190A2 

  Cologne FTR2  Bf 109F2 

  Hamburg 4xSUB 

  Stettin  2xCL  “Kolberg”, “Stettin” (both to construction pool) 

  Leipzig  LND3  Ju 88A4 

  Nurnberg INF  XXVI (6-3) 

  Kiel  3xSUB 

  Breslau  MIL  Breslau (3-3) 

  Dusseldorf MIL  Dusseldorf (5-3) 

  Konigsberg MIL  Konigsberg (5-2) 

    3xPilots 

 

 

Resource Lending 

 

Stalin is getting more insistent in his demands for supplies, particularly oil, but President Roosevelt is 

determined that the USA’s own forces will have priority, particularly as the first serious casualties 

are generating concern among voters.  For the foreseeable future, the Red Army must rely on 

Russian factories and mines. 

 

Mussolini, on the contrary, is ecstatic.  Trainload after of trainload of resources looted from the east 

arrives in Italy, and production of military equipment from ships to army boots is in full swing.  Il 

Duce can see the Second Roman Empire developing in the Mediterranean: the only cloud on the 

horizon is the threat building in Portugal. 

 

 

Initiative  Axis dr = 10 Alllies dr = 2 (No modifiers, and Allies do not challenge) 

   Axis choose to take the initiative 

 

Impulse 1 (Axis)  The Wehrmacht moves east in the snow  

 

Weather dr = 3(+1)  Snow, Storm, Fair, Fair, Rain, Fair (2)* 

 

The “Hero Cities” that refuse to surrender are obviously an annoyance to the German High 

Command.  Although weather conditions are not conducive to air operations, several 

Kampfgeschwader of dive-bombers are sent to harass the defenders of Pskov and Kharkov.  As might 

be expected in using close support aircraft in the snow, results are minimal – the 14
th

 Infantry Army 

in Kharkov is shaken but the other units are unaffected. 

 

With Russian resistance stiffening, General von Manstein sends the 1
st

 SS Panzer Division north of 

the Kalinin line, searching for the vital breakthrough area. 



Baku finally falls to the Germans 

 

To the west of Leningrad, the last Russian held area outside the city itself comes under attack.  The 

Luftwaffe, as usual, dominates the skies, but squadrons of Pe-3 fighters take off from Leningrad’s 

airfields to challenge the attacking planes.  They do manage to drive off the escorting Finnish Fokker 

D.XXI fighters, but it seems the Do 217K bombers 

were equipped with 20mm cannon as well as the 

standard MG 15 machine guns.  Not one Pe-3 

returns to base, and nothing is heard of the pilots, 

who are believed to have died as their planes were 

torn apart.  The Dorniers fly on to lend their support 

on the battlefield, where the Germans assault the 

entrenched Leningrad militia.  The Russians again 

fight until eliminated, destroying the Helsinki militia 

and inflicting light casualties on a Finnish ski division 

(1BP).  (3D10 = 13 (+11)) 

 

The men of the 3
rd

 Siberian Army are far from home, 

dug in defending the Azerbajani port city of Baku.  A 

combined Turko-German force launches a massive 

encirclement, using a Turkish mountain corps, the 

Alpine Gerbirgsjagers, an SS mechanised Korps and 

General Inonu’s own HQ troops.  The Siberians put 

up a stout defence, despite the position being 

hopeless, and fight to the last man.  The Alpine 

Korps takes crippling losses (3BP).  (3D10 dr = 13 

(+15)) 

 

West of Kalinin the Germans push forward.  Both air 

forces commit bombers but neither has fighters 

within range of the battle.  The Ju88 A4s mingle in 

the air with TB-3 long range bombers.  On the 

ground, the Russians trade ground for time, as the 

50
th

 and 6
th

 Armies pull back southwest of Kalinin, 

with only the 6
th

 taking light losses (1BP).  The 

attempted encirclement fails, and not only does the 

VSS Gebirgsjager Korps take heavy casualties (3BP), 

but half of the attackers are exhausted and cannot 

continue the push forward unless resupplied.  (3D10 

dr = 18(+4)) 

 

In another attack, west of Tula, Fw 190A1 fighters 

clear a path for the bombers past desperate VVS LaGG-1s, but the planes have little impact on the 

battle.  The 4
th

 Mechanised Army manages to withdraw without loss, although the Bryansk militia 

struggles to follow, losing some troops (1BP) and having to leave all its supplies.   The German 

spearhead advances, with the VI Infantry Korps licking its wounds (2BP).  (3D10 dr = 17(+8)) 

 

It seems that the Axis have decided that the responsibility for containing the US/Commonwealth 

threat in the Western Mediterranean will be given to the Italians.  The Rome militia heads home 

from Persia, while Graziani travels with his HQ unit on troopships to La Spezia.  The antique cruiser 

“San Giorgio” escorts another group of troopships to the Eastern Mediterranean where the “Libia” 

mechanised corps begins to embark. 



 

 

Impulse 3 (Allies) War on Spain 

 

Declarations of War Allies – v – Spain 

 

A joint declaration by President Roosevelt and Prime Minister states that the Allies can no longer 

tolerate the covert assistance that General Franco’s government has been giving to the Axis.  Not 

only have huge numbers of German U-boats been using Cadiz as both a sanctuary and a forward 

base, but massive amounts of materiel have been produced in Spanish factories and sent across the 

Pyrenees to help the German war machine.  As a result, the Allies have declared war on Spain. 

 

 

 

Thousands of bombers take off from airfields around Portugal, but despite total surprise results are 

mixed.  A-20B Boston III bombers completely disorganise an infantry unit northeast of Gibraltar, and 

A-22 Marylands cripple a cavalry unit in Seville.  Elsewhere, B-25B Marauders and British Hampdens 

have no effect.  It is obvious that Allied ground support aircraft need to be improved, as they are not 

performing anywhere near as well as comparable Axis planes. 

 

The bombers have only just returned to base when Allied units cross the border and attack any 

Spanish unit they encounter, although the task is made difficult by the rugged terrain.  The cavalry 

unit holding Seville disappears under the onslaught (+48 to the dice roll), and although it tries to 

withdraw, the VII Garrison suffers a similar fate when it is hit by the 1
st

 Marine Corps, IV Mountain 

Corps and XXXIII Infantry Corps, supported by  8 inch artillery (3D10 dr = 17(+14).  The first US losses 

in Europe are taken by the IV Mountain Corps (2BP). 



 

 VI Garrison decides to counter-attack.  The attempt is a dismal failure, as the assault by the XXIII and 

XXXXII Motorised Corps supported by General Clark and tens of thousands of footslogging GIs, rolls 

over the defence.  (3D10 dr = 24(+14)) 

 

To ensure supply flows freely to the armies fighting in Spain, scores of supply ships move to the Bay 

of Biscay, supported by 4 light cruisers. 

 

In Russia, the Kremlin is cheered by the opening of the long awaited Second Front, but the 

celebrations are muted as there is no sign of weakening of the forces currently occupying the 

country.  Precious units are deployed to cover the exposure in the Caucasus, while the defences in 

front of Moscow are strengthened. 

 

Impulse 5 (Axis) Winter returns 

 

Weather dr = 6(+1) Snow, Snow, Storm, Fair, Storm, Fair (3)* 

 

Kursk is attacked 

again, after Ju 88A4 

bombers disrupt the 

defending Sverdlovsk 

militia.  On a dark day 

for the VVS, 

Messerschmitt Bf 109F 

fighters shoot down 

hundreds of LaGG-3 

and TB-3 aircraft, 

although all the pilots 

are retrieved.  The Red 

Army, however, shows 

its capacity to absorb 

punishment as the city 

holds, although the 

militia are lost.  (3D10 

dr = 16(+12))  The 

Germans take heavy 

casualties, with the VII 

SS Infantry Korps 

annihilated and the XIII 

Infantry Korps also 

losing some of its 

assault troops (1BP). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With snow covering 

Northern Russia and 

storms sweeping the south, 

the Wehrmacht’s advance 

has once again stalled.  

Only minor gains are 

made, and at an increasing 

cost 



 

The fighting west of Tula continues, and again the Russians lose more of their rapidly dwindling air 

force.  Pe-3 fighters are lost to the skill of the Fw 190A1 pilots, and no survivors make it back to 

Russian lines.  For once the German attack proceeds like clockwork, and the 4
th

 Siberian infantry 

vanishes without trace while the 3
rd

 Cavalry Army is shattered and must withdraw to Moscow to 

reorganise.  There are no material losses to the attackers.  (3D10 dr = 24 (+15)) 

 

The luck of the 50
th

 and 6
th

 Armies has run out.  They managed to withdraw nearly intact from a 

previous encirclement attempt, but the Germans throw in fresh units and this time their tactics 

work.  Il-4 long range bombers fly from Stalingrad to help the ground troops, but they can only 

watch as the noose closes around the infantry, who fight bravely but are forced to lay down their 

arms as they do not have the speed to escape.  (3D10 dr = 12(+18))  German losses are still severe 

(1
st

 SS Panzer Division takes 3BP), but at least the shame of the previous defeat is erased.   

 

 

Turkish cavalry pour into Port Guryev on the Caspian Sea, where some cargo ships are captured, 

while many more are scuttled. 

 

Ashqabad, the launch off point for the Russian invasion of Persia, is now under attack itself.  The 

battle is short but bloody, as the 61
st

 Garrison is wiped out, though it takes the Italian-raised Cairo 

militia with it.  (3D10 dr = 18(+14)) 

 

The commander of the Japanese fleet trapped in Mozambique receives word that his transports and 

marines are urgently needed elsewhere.  Although he knows a large British fleet (with at least one 

carrier) is blockading the coast, he tries to escape, hoping he can evade detection.  For once the 

Royal Navy observers earn their pay, and although the bulk of the Japanese fleet does get away, the 

light cruiser “Kinu” is hit, catches fire and is left behind to burn. 

 

Japanese ground troops continue their slow advance, taking French Equatorial Africa. 

 

 

 

Angered at the growing 

resistance being provided 

by Russian troops, modern 

German armour is 

committed in strength to 

crush opposition. 

 

A Sturminfanteriegeschutz 

33 moves forward after its 

firepower helps to force the 

surrender of the valiant 6
th

 

and 50
th

 Armies 



Impulse 8 (Allies) Merchant marine suffers again 

 

With storms over much of Spain, and snow in the north, the Allies are forced to suspend major 

operations in that country.  It is decided to rebuild the convoy lanes that suffered so much at the 

end of the last year, but the attempt backfires.  As cargo ships and tankers enter sea areas from the 

US East Coast to the Faeroes, German submarines are waiting.  Losses are not particularly heavy 

(except off the US East Coast where escorts are few and far between and the submarines have free 

run, leading to the loss of many tankers), but large numbers of ships are forced to run for port.  The 

end result is that trans-Atlantic supplies to the United Kingdom are reduced even further.  More 

escorts are urgently required, but the need to protect the troopships bound for Spain is causing 

problems for both the US and Royal Navies. 

 

 
 

Ships are escorted to the Bay of Biscay where they unload more aircraft, and the “Queens” arrive in 

Australia.  Ports in the southwest of England also welcome troopships intended to pick up freshly 

mobilised units moving down from London and the north of the country. 

 

There is some consolation for the crews of the lost Allied convoys – American ships in the Indian 

Ocean destroy large numbers of Japanese cargo ships. 

 

Turn ends on 2, 2 rolled  Axis went first, Allies last, so no change in initiative. 

 

 

Partisans 

 

Partisan dr = 8 Greece  Partisan No = 6  Garrison = 6 Auto fail 

  France   Partisan No = 15 Garrison = 18 Auto fail 

  Yugoslavia Partisan No = 9  Garrison = 10 Auto fail 

  India  Partisan No = 6  Garrison = 5 DR = 2 so 1 Partisan (4-2) 



 

India is apparently a seething hotbed of insurrection, as a third uprising takes place, this time in 

Hyderabad.   The British, already under strain as the Japanese slowly expand their presence in Africa, 

have no plan (or troops) to handle another rebel city. 

 

Return to Base 

 

Apart from the Allied escorts suffering through winter in the Atlantic, most ships return to base 

throughout the world.  The German submarines, however, remain on patrol. 

 

 

Production 

 

 Base 

(Resource/Oil) 

Imports Saved 

Oil 

PPs Multiple BPs Trade Losses/ 

Enemy* 

Total 

BPs 

Germany 28/4(34 Fac) +2 +6 34 1.5 51   51 

Italy 9/2 (11 Fac)   11 1.5 17   17 

Japan 12/5 (17 Fac) +1 +1 16 1.5 24   24 

          

UK 5/2 (17 Fac) +1  8 1.5 12   12 

Canada 2   2 1.5 3   3 

Australia 1   1 1.5 2   2 

India 2   2 1.5 3   3 

France          

China 4   4      

USA 24/19 (40 Fac)  +3 40 1.25 50   50** 

USSR 18/2 (23 Fac) +1  21 1.25 26  +9/+1 36 

 

*Losses: in Home Country, receive ½ of all BPS lost defending, ¼ of all BPS lost attacking 

*Enemy: receive 1BP if an enemy unit in Home Country at Production phase 

 

Scrapped 

 

Once again the belligerent nations decide on the year’s production models, and any designs that no 

longer meet the demands of modern combat are discarded. 

 

Germany CA “Seydlitz” converted to CVL “Seydlitz” (construction pool) 

   

  ART  800mm “Gustav/Dora”   (6-1) 

  2xLND3  Ju-88A1    (3-*-4-3)/5E 

    Do217E    (3-1-3-4)/10 

  NAV3  He 115C   (1-2-1-2)/9 

 

Italy  3xFTR2  Macchi C200   (5-*-1-*)/3 

    2xG.50    (4-*-*-*)/4 

 

Japan  BB “Shinano” converted to CV “Shinano” (construction pool) 

  BB “Karyu” converted to CV “Karyu”  

   

  2xLND2  2xKi-21 IIb    (3-*-2-4)/6E, (3-*-2-3)/6E 

  AMPH  1940    (0-10-0-0)4/3 

  Minisub 1940    (0-10-0-0)3/3(2) 



 

C/wealth ARM  WDF    (7-6) 

  2xFTR2  Spitfire    (5-*-*-*)/3 

    Hurricane IIA (South Africa) (5-*-1-*)/3 

  5xLND3  2xWellington Mk 1  (2-1-2-3)/6E 

    2xWhitley   (1-1-2-4)5E, (1-*-2-5)/6E 

    Hampden   (2-1-3-3)/7E 

  3xLND4  Stirling Mk 1   (2-1-3-7)/6E 

    Halifax Mk1   (2-1-2-6)/7E 

    Manchester    (2-1-2-5)/9E 

  4xAMPH 27, 33, 38, 39 

 

USSR  FLAK  76mm    (11-1) 

  ART  85mm    (3-2) 

  AT  76mm    (3-2) 

  AA  76mm    (3-2) 

  2xLND2  2xSu-2    (2-1-3-*)/5, (2-1-3-1)/5 

  2xLND3  Il-4    (2-2-3-4)5E 

    SB-2bis    (3-*-2-2)/7 

 

China  AA  40mm    (2-3) 

  AT  57mm    (2-3) 

  FLAK  37mm    (6-1) 

   

USA  MOT  XXVIII    (5-4) 

  MECH  XXVI    (5-6) 

  ARM  XXX    (6-6) 

  FLAK  90mm    (9-1) 

  FTR2  F4F-3 Wildcat   (5-*-1-*)/9 

  LND2  B-18 Bolo   (1-1-2-2)/7E 

  LND4  B-17B Flying Fortress  (4-X-1-3)/8E 

  2xNAV2  2xDauntless A-24  (3-2-3-1)/6, (3-3-2-1)/6 

  SUB  1934    (3-8-0-0)4/4 

 

** The USA, while examining production models, also reviews its stocks of reserve planes.  The 

results of recent air battles with the Japanese in the Pacific, together with up-to-date information 

provided by the USSR on the capability of the Luftwaffe, have removed any misconceptions about 

USA dominance in the air.  Large numbers of obsolete aircraft are identified stored in hangars across 

the country.  With factories pouring out better planes, these “Flying Coffins” will never be used in 

combat.  They are cannibalised for parts and valuable materials and allow the USAAF to order a 

substantial number additional planes this month.  

 

Removed from Reserve Pool: 6xFTR2  2xP-35    (3-*-*-*)/8, (3-*-1-*)/8 

      P-39D Airacobra (4-*-1-*)/6 

      P-40B Tomahawk (4-*-*-*)/8 

      F-2A Buffalo  (3-*-*-*)/7 

      P-36A Mohawk  (3-*-1-*)/6 

    3xCVP1  2xTBD   (2-1-*-*)/4 

      F4F-3   (3-*-*-*)/4 

Add 3BPs to USA for aircraft production only   

 



 

Germany On map  Repair  MTN  V SS Korps (3BP) 

(51BP)      SKI  1
st

 Division (1BP) 

      INF  XIII (1BP) 

      ARM  1
st

 SS (3BP)  (8BP) 

 

(The Alpine Gebirgsjagerkorps, badly mauled by the 3
rd

 Siberian Army, is pulled from the front line 

and sent back to Stuttgart to be rebuilt, as is VI INF.  It seems likely that these units will be sent west, 

to help block the Allied invasion of Spain). 

     

On chart Berlin  3xMOT  VI SS, LIII, XXIII (3BP) 

    Essen  LND2  Ju87R 

      LND3  Hs 129 

      2xLND4  He 177 (2BP) 

    Koln  FTR2  Me 109F2 

      FTR3  Me 110G 

    Dusseldorf FTR2  Me 109F4 

    Prague  2xMECH XL, LVI (2BP) 

      ARM  XLVII 

    Stettin  BB  “von Hindenberg” (.5BP) 

    Hannover INF  XLII 

      ART  172.5mm Artillery 

    Breslau  CAV  I 

      INF  XXXIII 

    Liepzig  MTN  5
th

 Division 

    Dresden INF  2
nd

 Division 

    Nurnberg INF  14
th

 SS Division 

    Kiel  2xBB  “Scharnhorst”, “Bismark” (2BP) 

    Stuttgart INF  VI 

      MTN  Alpine 

      3xPilots  (3BP)   (27.5BP) 

 

  Start  Vienna  LND4  Ju 290B 

      MTN  XXXVI (2) 

    Koln  2xFTR2  Bf 109E2, Fw 190E8 (2) 

    Munich  HQ(I)  Model (3) 

    Berlin  INF  XI (2) 

    Dresden CAV  1
st

 Division  

    Stettin  CL  “Kohlberg” (from start) (.5) 

      GARR  LXXXIV  

      3xPilots  (3)   (15.5BP) 

Although flaws in the original design 

of the Henschel 129 are already 

apparent, the demand from the 

Eastern Front for ground attack 

aircraft means that the Essen aircraft 

factory continues to produce the 

under-gunned B1 version. 



Italy  On chart Milan  INF  D’Aosta 

(23BP)      HQ(I)  Cavellero 

      GARR  Athens 

      Territorial Egypt 

      2xPilots     (5BP) 

   

  Start  Naples  CV  “Aquila” (from construction) 

    Turin  CAV  Mizza 

      CAV  2
nd

 Division 

      MOT  Trento 

    La Spezia 2xCA  “Constable Ciano”, “Venezia”  

        (both from construction pool) 

      2xCL  “Africano”. “Regolo” 

         (both from construction pool) 

    Naples  FTR2  Re 2005 “Sagittario” 

    Genoa  FTR2  Macchi C.202 “Folgore” 

    Rome  INF  VIII Guards (2BP) 

    Milan  MECH  Afrika 

      MTN  Alpini Division 

      INF  1
st

 Division 

      ART  Skoda 75 Anti-air 

      2xGARR  VI, VII (2BP) 

      2xPilots     (18BP) 

 

Japan  On chart Tokyo  BB  “Musashi” (.5) 

(24BP)    Nagoya  FLAK  70mm 

    Kyoto  INF  2
nd

 

      NAV4  H82K “Emily” 

    Osaka  CAV  Combined 

    Hiroshima SUB 

         AMPH 

        Territorial Korea  

       2xPilots    (9.5BP) 

   

  

 

 

   

   

Start  Tokyo  BB  “Unebi” (.5) 

      2xCL  “Takachiho”, “Saien”  

      INF  XVI (1BP) 

    Fukuoka 2xCV  “Karyu”, “Kasagi” (start) 

      CV  “Unryu” (from const. pool) 

    Hiroshima SUB  Start 

    Sapporo CP 

    Kyoto  2xCVP1  D3A1, D3A2 (2BP) 

      NAV3  G4M2  

      FTR2  N1K1-J “Shiden” (George) 

      GARR  XXXVII 

      3xPilots    (14.5BP) 

The Kawanishi  N1K1-J“George” (a land based version of the 

N1K1 float plane) with its 4x20mm cannon will become one 

of the most feared sights for Allied bomber pilots 



 

UK  On chart London  MOT  XX 

(12BP)      FTR3  Whirlwind 

    Manchester LND4  Lancaster 

      2xPilots    (5BP) 

 

  Start  Belfast  TRS  (from cost pool) (2BP) 

    London  2xFTR3  Beaufighter Mk I, Mosquito Mk II 

      3xPilots    (7BP)  

 

India  On chart Bombay INF  16
th

 Indian 

(3BP)  Start  Bombay MECH  21
st

 Indian 

 

Canada  On chart Halifax  CV  “Canada”  

(3BP)    Ottawa  MECH  3
rd

 Canadian 

   Start  Halifax  ASW  (from const pool) 

 

Australia On chart Melbourne MOT  1
st

 Australian 

(2BP)  Start  Melbourne MECH  4
th

 Australian 

 

China  On map  Upgrades INF  N4th (6-3) to N4th (7-3) 

(4BP)      MIL  Lan-Chow (4-2) to Lan-Chow (5-2) 

  On chart ChungKing MECH  3
rd

 

      HQ(I)  Stillwell 

 

USA  On map  Repair  MTN  IV (2BP) 

(50+3BP) 

  On chart Washington FTR3  P-38 “Lightning” 

      PARA  XXXX 

    Detroit  ARM  XIX 

    Boston  TRS  (.5BP) 

    New York HQ(I)  Bradley 

    Chicago  3xLND3  Mitchell B-25C 

        Mitchell B-25D 

        Marauder B-26B 

      ARM  XXV 

      MECH  XX 

    Minneapolis 3xLND4  2xLiberator B-24D 

        Flying Fortress B-17E 

    Los Angeles CV  “Wasp” 

      2xCV  “Franklin”, “Bennington” 

      2xCVL  “San Jacinto”, “Princeton” 

    San Francisco 2xMAR  1
st

 Division, 2
nd

 Division 

 

The demand for armoured fighting vehicles 

means that the 3
rd

 Canadian Mechanised 

Corps must use a range of vehicles – “home-

made” Kangaroos (left, being inspected by 

officers in a US made “Willy” Jeep), and  

British made Humber scout cars (right) 



  Start  Houston 4xTanker 

    Charleston 2xCP 

    Boston  2xCP 

      2xAMPH  (from const pool) 

      TRS  (from start) 

      3xASW  (from start) 

    Minneapolis LND4  Liberator B-24H 

    New York HQ(I)  Hodges 

      ARM  III 

      MECH  XIII 

      INF  X 

    New Orleans CL  “Bonaventure” (UK) repair 

    Los Angeles 2xCV  “Yorktown II”, “Wasp II” 

        (both from const pool) 

      CVL  “Cabot” (from const pool) 

    San Francisco 2xBB  “Alaska”, “Guam”  

        (both from const pool) 

    Washington 2xFTR2  Airacobra P-39Q 

        Thunderbolt P-47D 

      LND3  Boston IV A-20G 

      4xPilots 

 

USSR  On map  Repair  MIL  Bryansk (1BP) 

 

  On chart Leningrad INF  3
rd

 

    Penza  FTR2  MiG-3 

    Moscow MECH  4
th

 Guard 

      2xMOT  2
nd

, 4
th

 Guard 

      ART  Su-76 

      HQ(A)  Yeremenko 

    Yaroslavl FTR2  Yak-7B 

    Gorki  MOT  6
th

 

    Stalino  INF  1
st

 Siberian 

      MOT  4
th

 

    Saratov  INF  39
th

 

 

  Start  Moscow INF  5
th

 Guard 

    Stalino  2xINF  50
th

, 4
th

 Guard 

    Saratov  INF  6
th

 

    Gorki  INF  3
rd

 Siberian 

      CAV  1
st

  

    Penza  INF  4
th

 Siberian 

    Yaroslavl CAV  1
st

 Guard 

    Kalinin  CAV  3
rd

 Guard 

    Tula  CAV  2
nd

 Guard 

    Leningrad FTR2  La-7 

    Krasnodar FTR2  MiG-7 

      Pilot 

         

 



We realised that we have not been calculating Vichy production for some time.  Backtracking, we 

determined that 24BPs had been overlooked.  We agreed to place reinforcements directly on-board. 

As a result, the southern coast of France is now garrisoned by: 

 

  HQ(I)  Billotte  5(2)3 

  MTN  Morocco (5-4) 

  2xINF  VII (5-3), XVII (5-4) 

  2xGARR  IX (4-1), XXIII (4-1) 

 

January/February Losses 

 

Germany MTN  Alpine Korps (takes 3BP)    3BP 

    V SS (takes 3BP)      3BP 

  INF  VII SS    (6-3)   3BP 

    XIII (takes 1BP)      1BP 

    VI (takes 2BP)      2BP 

  ARM  1
st

 SS Pz Division (takes 3BP)    3BP 

 

  German losses = 15BP 

 

Finland  SKI  1
st

 Finnish Division (takes 1BP)    1BP 

  MIL  Helsinki    (4-3)   2BP 

 

  Finnish losses = 3BP 

 

Italy  MIL  Cairo    (2-3)   2BP 

 

  Italian losses = 2BP 

 

 

 

Spain  2xGARR  VII, VI    (3-1), (4-1)  4BP 

  CAV      (2-5)   2BP 

 

  Spanish losses = 6BP 

 

Although fighting 

bravely, General 

Franco’s forces have 

proved to be brittle, 

collapsing under the 

overwhelming 

onslaught of US 

armour and infantry, 

backed by waves of 

bombers. 



Japan  CL  “Kinu”    (4-8-2-1)6/4  2BP 

  2xCP         2BP 

 

  Japanese losses = 4BP 

 

Total Axis losses = 30BP 

 

 

C/wealth 2xTanker        2BP 

  CP         1BP 

 

  Commonwealth losses = 3BP 

 

USSR  2xCP         2BP 

  FTR2  LaGG-3    (5-*-*-*)/3  2BP 

  FTR3  Pe-3    (5-*-2-*)/5  3BP 

  2xLND4  TB-3    (2-1-4-7)/11  4BP 

    TB-7    (3-*-3-5)/17  4BP 

  4xINF  6
th

, 50
th

, 3
rd

 and 4
th

 Siberian (4-3), (4-3), (5-4), (5-4) 12BP 

  2xMIL  Sverdlovsk, Leningrad  (5-3), (6-3)  4BP 

  MIL  Bryansk (takes 1BP)     1BP 

  GARR  61
st

     (5-1)   2BP 

  2xPilots         4BP 

 

  Russian losses = 39BP 

 

USA  MTN  IV (takes 2BP)      2BP 

 

  US losses = 2BP 

 

Total Allied losses = 44BP 

 

   

 

 

 

 


